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１．Introduction

The 6th International Cybersecurity Data Mining Competition (CDMC 2015) is a
challenging, multi-month research and practice competition, focusing on application of
knowledge discovery techniques to solve advanced, real-world problems. The competition is
associated with the 8th International Workshop on Data Mining and Cybersecurity
(DMC2015), which is an associated event to the 22nd International Conference on Neural
Information Processing (ICONIP2015), Istanbul, Turkey.

In this competition, participants are required to solve all of the following tasks, Task 1:
e-News2015 categorization, Task 2: Trade Me Comments Sentiment Classification, and Task
3: Complex Disease Diagnosis.

The four of the third year students whose major is programming participated in the
competition and successfully got the first place. It was essential for us to perform data
visualization and statistical analysis to solve these challenging tasks because the students did
not have any experience of machine learning. We took enough time to perform these analyses
in order to investigate which method/technique is suitable for each task by using Ruby and R,
which are open-source programming languages and suitable for text mining and data analysis.
The following sections describe our solution in detail.
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２．Task 1: e-News2015 categorization

２－１．Task Description
The e-News2015 dataset was collected from nine newspapers: The New Zealand Herald [1],

The Australian [2], The Press [3], Yahoo News [4], BBC [5], The New York Times [6],
The Independent [7], The Times [8], and Herald Sun [9], on five topics of business,
entertainment, sport, technology, and travel, respectively.

Each document of the dataset was labelled manually by skimming over the text in advance.
The objective of this task is to classify these documents into five categories for each testing
instance. In the provided data files, each document was formatted as one line pure text. The
punctuation and stop word were removed in advance. Fig. 1 shows the example of the data.

Fig. 1. Example of the data

The statistical information of the training dataset is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The statistical information of the training dataset

２－２．Our Method
As shown in Fig. 1, each text for this task has been encrypted. We first restored the

encrypted text to its original form. In order to make a decoding table, we focused on the word
frequencies in English, that is, how many times each word appears in a particular text.

We made a list of letters and words in frequency order with e-News2015 training data,
which includes 581,957 words. For comparison, we also made a list of words with Alice 's
Adventures in Wonderland [10], which includes 29,461 words. Table 2 (a) shows the top 20
words of e-News2015 training data, and Table 2 (b) shows the top 20 words of Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland.
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Compared with Table 2 (a) and (b), we conducted a step by step interpretation to make a
decoding table for e-News2015 data. The encrypted data in Table 2 (a) was decoded to its
original form as shown in Table 3. For validation of our decoding table, we decoded the whole
text of training data. Finally, we got a decoding table as shown in Table 4. After validation,
we decoded the test data with our decoding table. The encrypted data example (Fig. 1) in the
previous section is decoded to its original form as shown in Fig. 2.

Once we get a decoding table, we can obtain the class label by searching the source of the
document with the first few sentences of the article since the newspaper articles are openly
available on the web.

Table 2. (a) Top 20 words of e-News2015 training data, (b) Top 20 words of Alice 's

Adventures in Wonderland

Table 3. Encrypted words to original form
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Table 4. Decoding table for e-News 2015 data

Fig. 2. Example of the decoded data

３．Task 2: Trade Me Comments Sentiment Classification

３－１．Task Description
The data was collected from Trade Me [11], a New Zealand famous online shopping

website. Comments from seller and buyer were collected in pure text, and features were
extracted by counting the number of occurrence for 25 key words. The goal of this task is to
classify these comments into three sentiment categories: Positive, Negative and Neutral. The
given training dataset is a matrix in 26 columns. The last column is the class label identified as
an integer in the range of 1-6: Buyer Positive (1), Buyer Neutral (2), Buyer Negative (3),
Seller Positive (4), Seller Neutral (5), and Seller Negative (6).

The statistical information of the training data is summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. The statistical information of the dataset
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３－２．Our Method
Based on our investigation of the data, we added two more features, which were the

number of non-zero elements for original 25 features, and the sum of the number of all
features. In total, 27 features were used.

For the prediction, we used classification tree [12], which is a machine-learning method for
constructing prediction models from data. Fig. 3 shows the part of the classification tree
trained with the training data. We applied the models on test data to obtain the class label.

４．Task 3: Complex Disease Diagnosis

４－１．Task Description
The dataset is a collection of clinical data on bowel, eye, heart, liver and lung diseases. The

given features represent symptoms, background characteristics and disease situations of
patients. The objective of this task is to predict the type of disease for each testing instance.
Each training data gives a numerical matrix with the last column as the type of disease (i.e.,
the class label). In the example of heart diseases, label 1 represents atherosclerotic, and label
0 means native coronary artery.
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Fig. 3. Classification tree



The statistical information of the dataset is summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. The statistical information of the dataset

４－２．Our Method
The given features represent symptoms, background characteristics and disease situations

of patients. The training data was used to learn the rules for the disease diagnosis. We
concatenated the features and extracted the rules. In the example of bowel diseases, there are
only four patterns of features, which are “1101100000000”, “0010001110000”, “0110010100000”
and “0010000011110”.We found out these patterns are corresponded to the class label 1, 2, 3
and 4, respectively as shown in Table 7.

Table 7-11 are the rules obtained from training data. The disease diagnoses, which means
determination of the class label for test data, were conducted based on the rules.
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Table 7. Rule for bowel disease Table 8. Rule for eye disease

Table 9. Rule for heart disease Table 10. Rule for liver disease

Table 11. Rule for lung disease



５．Conclusion

The tasks in this competition were challenging for us. The most challenging one was Task 2.
We solved the three tasks by attentively performing the data visualization and statistical
analysis, which leads to a good result for the categorization and classification tasks. As a
result, our team is the first place winner of CDMC 2015.
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